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Speakers 
for every 

event
Get exclusive access to world-class Speakers through the 

SUCCESS® Speakers Bureau.
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About Us
Since 1897, SUCCESS has been the trusted resource for personal growth among 
business leaders. Now we’re bringing those leaders to your stage, along with a 
bespoke service that handles every step of the process.

From our founder Orison Swett Marden to the groundbreaking Napoleon Hill, our 
mission has been shaped and formed by the philosophers and teachers who joined 
in our drive to empower audiences in their personal and professional journeys.

Inspiration, information and motivation from the stage, plus access to a 
comprehensive library of personal development products, will help you create a 
continuing experience for your attendees, with speaker book signings, product sales, 
copies of SUCCESS magazine and more.

Through the SUCCESS Speakers Bureau, you have access to many of the top 
thought leaders of the 21st century. Have a speaker in mind, but don’t see them on 
our list? Just let us know and we will find the right person for your next event. 

Partnering with SUCCESS Speakers Bureau will bring you legacy, credibility, and life 
changing content that cannot be found anywhere else in the world. We look forward 
to making your next event an extraordinary experience. 

Speaker Services
Catalog 2021-2022

How It Works
Our advantage is your success

Find and shortlist your favorite speakers, and we’ll do the rest. From organizing 
travel and availability, to handling emergencies and last-minute replacements, our 
experienced team has you covered.

Pick your perfect speakers
You have a lot of options, and we don’t take your business for granted. 
SUCCESS Speakers Bureau represents the best speakers in personal and 
professional development, and we’re committed to providing audiences with 
the information and inspiration they need to design meaningful and successful 
lives.

3-month free membership to SUCCESS Achievers All-Access 
Get free, unlimited access to SUCCESS Achievers All-Access subscription 
for the first three months. Unlock the latest premium content, courses and 
products.

We’ll take it from there
From booking to the last round of applause, we’ll take care of everything.
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Speakers for every event

Get exclusive access to world-class Speakers through the SUCCESS Speakers Bureau.

From brain science to lifestyle design to reigniting your passion, our speaker lineup 
covers a variety of topics. We can teach the inner workings of the mind and how to 
utilize what you learn to overcome the things holding you back from success, how to 
find balance, take charge and be great as you pursue excellence no matter how high 
you aspire to go.

Let us be a partner in bringing messages of resilience, self-leadership, reinvention, 
and motivation on the deepest level to your teams. Whether virtual or in-person, we 
represent the most impactful voices in personal and professional development.

Mel Robbins

Mel Robbins is the international best-selling author of The 5 Second Rule 
and four #1 audiobooks on Audible. Her online courses about confidence, 
courage, and mindset have been taken by more than half a million 
students. She’s one of the most booked motivational speakers in the world 
and is the CEO of a media and digital learning company serving a global 
consumer audience and Fortune 500 brands.

In 2020, she launched a nationally syndicated daytime talk show, The 
Mel Robbins Show, with Sony Pictures Television. Her work on behavior 
change has been translated into 36 languages and is being used by 
veterans organizations, pediatricians, and other medical professionals in 
clinical settings, and by top brands like Starbucks, JP Morgan Chase, and 
Microsoft to inspire organizational transformation.

Jay Shetty

Jay Shetty is a British-born #1 New York Times Best-selling author, 
award winning storyteller & podcast host and former monk, on a 
mission to make wisdom go viral.

In 2019, Jay created On Purpose, now the worlds #1 Health podcast, 
in its opening year ranked #1 on Spotify in India and in Apples Top 20 
Podcasts of the Year. Guests have included superstar athletes such 
as Kobe Bryant and Novak Djokovic, music icons like Alicia Keys and 
business powerhouses such as Ray Dalio. 

In 2020, Jay authored his first book, Think Like A Monk: Train Your Mind 
for Peace and Purpose Everyday. The book debuted at #1 on the  
New York Times, #1 on the Sunday Times and was named 
“Unputdownable” by Amazon where it held the #1 spot worldwide.

Trent Shelton

Trent Shelton is a former NFL wide receiver and author of The 
Greatest You: Face Reality, Release Negativity, and Live Your Purpose. 
Considered as one of the most impactful speakers of this generation, he 
reaches over 60 million people weekly through hard hitting videos and 
unprecedented engagement.

While Trent seemingly achieved his childhood dream, the former NFL 
player’s career ended prematurely, inevitably giving him the space and 
determination to reevaluate his values and life’s purpose.

As a way to hold himself accountable, Trent picked up his mobile phone 
and began recording two-minute video segments of his daily progress 
and posting them onto social media – with the hashtag #RehabTime. 
The engaging, hard-hitting, yet always uplifting messages resonated 
with millions around the globe. 

Shawn Achor

Shawn Achor is the bestselling author of The Happiness Advantage 
and Big Potential. He spent 12 years at Harvard, where he won over a 
dozen distinguished teaching awards, and delivered lectures on positive 
psychology in the most popular class at Harvard. Shawn has since 
become one of the world’s leading experts on the connection between 
happiness and success.

Shawn has now worked with over a third of the Fortune 100 companies, 
and with places like the NFL, the Pentagon and the U.S. Treasury. His 
research on happiness made the cover of Harvard Business Review, his 
TED talk is one of the most popular of all time with over 22 million views, 
and his lecture airing on PBS has been seen by millions.

Featured speakers
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Rory Vaden

Rory Vaden is the New York Times bestselling author of Take the Stairs: 
7 Steps to Achieving True Success and Procrastinate on Purpose: 5 
Permissions to Multiply Your Time. As one of the world’s leading experts 
on the psychology of influence and moving ourselves and others into 
action, his insights have been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Forbes, 
CNN, Entrepreneur, Inc, on Good Morning America and Fox News 
national television and in several other major media outlets. Rory is also 
the Entrepreneurship Editor of SUCCESS Magazine.

His TEDxTalk has been viewed more than 4 million times and he is the Co-
Founder of Brand Builders Group where he teaches people how to build 
their influence, grow their income and make a bigger impact.

Kindra Hall

Kindra Hall is President and Chief Storytelling Officer at Steller Collective, 
a consulting firm focused on the strategic application of storytelling to 
today’s communication challenges. Kindra is one of the most sought-
after keynote speakers trusted by global brands to deliver presentations 
and trainings that inspire teams and individuals to better communicate 
the value of their company, their products and their individuality through 
strategic storytelling.

She is a contributing editor to SUCCESS magazine and was guest faculty 
at the Harvard Medical School. Her book Stories that Stick debuted at 
#2 on the Wall Street Journal Bestseller List and Forbes said it “may be 
the most valuable business book you read.” Kindra’s message spans all 
industries and her clients include Facebook, Hilton Hotels, Tyson Foods, 
Target and Berkshire Hathaway and many others.

Simon T. Bailey

Simon T. Bailey’s purpose is to spark listeners to lead countries, 
companies and communities differently.

His content is based on more than 30 years’ of experience in the 
hospitality industry including serving as sales director for Disney Institute 
based at Walt Disney World Resort. He has worked with almost 2,000 
organizations in 50 countries. Simon’s viral video posted by Goalcast to 
Facebook has almost 90 million views and LinkedIn Learning features 
three of his online courses that reach professionals in 100+ countries.

Suzy Batiz 

Transformation is the common thread that runs throughout Suzy’s life 
and her companies. Whether transforming the restroom into a pleasant-
smelling place with Poo Pourri, the household cleaning industry, from 
toxicity to aromatherapeutic magic with supernatural, or people’s lives 
with her growing personal brand, Suzy is a revolutionary explorer of 
infinite potential in the playground of life, who loves to inspire others and 
bring them along for the ride.

Suzy harnessed the power of true transformation and turned ALIVE 
IDEAS into a $500+ million empire. She has been featured by leading 
publications including Forbes, CNBC, Fast Company and Entrepreneur. 
She has been named one of Forbes’ Richest Self-Made Women in 
America (2019), EY’s Entrepreneur of the Year (2017), Conscious 
Company’s World Changing Women (2019), EarthX’s Community Leader 
of the Year (2019) and is WBENC (Women Owned) certified business 
owner. 

Pick your perfect Speakers

You have a lot of options, and we don’t take your business for granted. SUCCESS 
Speakers Bureau represents the best speakers in personal and professional 
development, and we’re committed to providing audiences with the information and 
inspiration they need to design meaningful and successful lives.

3-month free membership to SUCCESS Achievers All-Access 
Get access to SUCCESS Achievers All-Access subscription for the first three months. 
Unlock the latest premium content, courses and products.

We’ll take it from there
From booking to the last round of applause, we’ll take care of everything.



For inquiries contact:

Amy Taylor
Director, SUCCESS Speakers Bureau

940.867.1293
amy.taylor@success.com

Achievers All-Access
EXCLUSIVE OFFER: Help your audience 
continue growing after your event is over

When you book a speaker with us, all your event attendees 
will receive a free 3-month subscription to SUCCESS 
Achievers All-Access - our digital subscription program 
that grants members live access to experts, more in-depth 
training, and tactical resources to help implement their 
learning straight into their life and business.

You also get all the benefits of the SUCCESS Achievers 
Community. Including access to weekly interviews with 
achievers and thought leaders, deep dives into SUCCESS 
magazine content, a community of entrepreneurs ready 
to share their experience, and membership in private 
community groups to go deeper with the All-Access training. 

Virbela
Unlock a world of virtual events

Ask us about hosting your virtual event in SUCCESS World 
powered by Virbela!

Virbela virtual spaces replicate real world dynamics and 
social interactions. You can recreate your office, event, or 
university while maintaining a sense of community and 
culture in ways that video, chat, and email just can’t.

A digitally transformed world of working, learning, and 
meeting is here. Virbela brings people together to work, 
learn, meet, and train in an immersive virtual world – from 
anywhere.


